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Seminar Layout

• Why do we need a new accelerator after the LHC?

• Linear or Circular ?
• The FCC Feasibility Study

• The FCC-ee Physics potential (mainly Higgs / EW)
• Next steps
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Why do we need a new accelerator after the LHC?

Particle physics appears as a mature branch of fundamental science
The ‘Standard Model’ appeared in 1976 after the discoveries of
- Neutrino Neutral currents (Z boson exchange) in 1973 and
- Charmed particles (BNL, SLAC) in 1974-76

since then we have been discovering all the particles that have
electric charge or QCD charge, or weak isospin (SM couplings),
and the Higgs boson, by increasing accelerator energies.

The Standard Model is “complete” and explains all HEP Physics, but..
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We cannot explain crucial observations with the SM, for instance:
What is Dark matter ?
Standard Model particles
constitute only 5% of the
energy in the Universe

Were is primordial antimatter gone?

What is the origin of neutrino masses?
Not a unique solution in the SM
Dirac masses (why so small?) or Majorana (why not Dirac?)
➔ heavy right-handed neutrinos?
Gregorio Bernardi APC - Paris
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How to Go beyond the Standard Model ?
•
•
•

By direct observation of new particles
By observing New Phenomena (ex: Neutral currents, neutrino oscillations, CP violation.. )
By measuring deviations from precise predictions

The Physics Landscape
We are in an unusual situation for HEP: we don’t know where to look and what we will find
For the first time since Fermi theory, WE HAVE NO ENERGY SCALE TO SEARCH FOR
The next facility must be versatile with as broad and powerful reach as possible,
as there is no precise target
➔ more Sensitivity, more Precision, more Energy

FCC , thanks to synergies and complementarities, offers
the most versatile and adapted response to today’s physics landscape
Gregorio Bernardi APC - Paris
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Dark Matter could be made of very long lived neutral particles
Plausible candidates:
indirect detection
direct detection
Particle physics

sterile neutrino

WIMP
UL scalar, axion
Systematic Errors on the Centre-of-mass Ene

M. Cirelli
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… and at least 3 pieces could still be missing

Since 1998 it is established that neutrinos have mass (oscillations)
and this probably implies new degrees of freedom
➔ «sterile», very small coupling to known particles
completely unknown masses (eV to ZeV), nearly impossible to find.
.... but could perhaps explain all: DM, BAU,-masses
Gregorio Bernardi APC - Paris
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…and the Higgs boson/field still need to be better understood
→ It is a unique object, a scalar particle/field (spin 0), not a matter field, not a boson mediating a gauge interaction,
but a field carrying a new type of interaction of the Yukawa type.
→ Many proposals for new accelerators to study it, and to study Beyond SM physics. Easier choice now that it has
been discovered.
Precise nature of the Higgs boson ?
Origin of electroweak symmetry
breaking (EWSB) ?
Shape of the Higgs potential ?

FCC-ee
CEPC
Strength of the electroweak phase
transition ? What is its role just after
the big bang ? Inflation ?
We need to determine precisely the
Higgs couplings and the Higgs selfcouplings to answer these questions.
Gregorio Bernardi APC - Paris
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Motivation for a circular collider FCC-ee vs. a linear collider
One of the great advantages of the circular (e+ e-) colliders is:

- The possibility of using the same beams for many hours and serving several interaction points
with net overall gain both in integrated luminosity and luminosity/MW.
FCC-ee is a machine with a very rich menu of physics possibilities, given its
luminosity, and the options to run at many differenter center-of-mass energies
this leads to many detector requirements, which are best satisfied with more than one
detector → we are aiming at 4 detectors in 4 interactions points with complementary strengths
An example of competing constraints for EM calorimeter are the following:
high E precision vs. high granularity vs. high stability vs. geometric accuracy vs PID)
-

many measurements will serve as input to future programs in particular FCC-hh
many are statistically limited
redundancy provided by 4IPs is essential for high precision measurements
different detector solutions will be invaluable in uncovering hidden systematic biases.

The limitation in maximum energy is not a crucial drawback, given the current HEP panorama
and the subsequent FCC-hh program which will reach the highest energies
Gregorio Bernardi APC - Paris
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➔ Recommendations from the European
Strategy forParticle Physics (2020):

“Europe, together with its international partners, should investigate the technical and financial feasibility of a future
hadron collider at CERN with a centre-of-mass energy of at least 100 TeV, and with an electron-positron Higgs and
electroweak factory as a possible first stage. Such a feasibility study of the colliders and related infrastructure should
be established
10
Gregorio Bernardi
APC - Paris as a global endeavour and be completed on the timescale of the next Strategy update.”

FCC-ee physics plans
M. Dam ECFA R&D road map input
https://indico.cern.ch/event/994685/

& QCD
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The FCC integrated program (FCC-INT) at CERN is
inspired by the successful LEP – LHC (1976-2038) program
Comprehensive cost-effective program maximizing physics opportunities
- Stage 1: FCC-ee (Z, W, H, tt) as first generation Higgs, EW and top factory at highest luminosities.
- Stage 2: FCC-hh (~100 TeV) as natural continuation at energy frontier, with heavy ion and eh options.
Complementary physics
• Integrating an ambitious high-field magnet R&D program
• Common civil engineering and technical infrastructures
• Building on and reusing CERN’s existing infrastructure.
• FCC-INT project plan is fully integrated with HL-LHC exploitation
and provides for seamless continuation of HEP

FCC-ee
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FCC-ee design
based on lessons and techniques from past colliders

B-factories: KEKB & PEP-II:
double-ring lepton colliders,
high beam currents,
top-up injection

L/IP

DAFNE: crab waist, double ring
SuperB-factories, S-KEKB: low by*
LEP: high energy, SR effects
VEPP-4M, LEP: precision E calibration
KEKB: e+ source
HERA, LEP, RHIC: spin gymnastics
Marica Biagini
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combining successful ingredients of several recent colliders
→ highest luminosities & energies
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FCC-hh: highest collision energies

from
LHC technology
8.3 T NbTi dipole
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•

order of magnitude performance increase in
both energy & luminosity

•

100 TeV cm collision energy(vs. 14 TeV for LHC)

•

20 ab-1 per experiment collected over 25 years
of operation (vs 3 ab-1 for LHC)

•

similar increase as from Tevatron to LHC

•

key technology: high-field magnets

via
HL-LHC technology

12 T Nb3Sn quadrupole

FNAL dipole demonstrator
14.5 T Nb3Sn
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Future Circular Collider Feasibility Study

LHC
PS

HL-LHC

SPS

http://cern.ch/fcc
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Approved by the
CERN Council
September 2021

M. Benedikt
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FCC implementation - footprint baseline

Present baseline position was established considering:
• lowest risk for construction, fastest and cheapest construction
• feasible positions for large span caverns (most challenging structures)
•
•

More than 75% tunnel in France, 8 (9) / 12 access points in France.
next step review of surface site locations and machine layout

Gregorio Bernardi APC - Paris
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Collider placement optimisation
•

Overall layout and placement optimisation process across both
host states that follows the "avoid-reduce-compensate"
directive according to European and French regulatory
frameworks.

•

Process integrates requirements and constraints, such as
• civil engineering technical feasibility and subsurface
constraints
• territorial constraints at surface and subsurface
• nature, accessibility, technical infrastructure and resource
needs and constraints
• economic factors including the development of benefits
for and synergies with the regional developments

•

Work takes place as a collaborative effort by technical experts at
CERN, consultancy companies and government notified bodies

Gregorio Bernardi APC - Paris
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Collider placement optimisation
Main recommendation of the placement review:
• “The lowest-risk 8 point option should be chosen as the

preferred variant for carrying out the next concrete steps
towards understanding the FCC feasibility.”
•

Number of surface points reduced from 12 to 8
• Fourfold super-periodicity compatible with 2 or 4
Interaction Points (IP) for FCC-ee, decision to be made
later.
• Total length reduced from 97.75 to 91.17 km
➔ PA close to LHC point8
➔PG about 10 km from Annecy
•
•

Seek concertation with local authorities
Key representatives of French “Ministère de
l’Enseignement Supérieur, de la Recherche et de
l’Innovation (MESRI)” were met in August at CERN to
discuss FCC placement and feasibility study.
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Collider placement optimisation
Main recommendation of the placement review:
• “The lowest-risk 8 point option should be chosen as the

preferred variant for carrying out the next concrete steps
towards understanding the FCC feasibility.”
•

Number of surface points reduced from 12 to 8
• Fourfold super-periodicity compatible with 2 or 4
Interaction Points (IP) for FCC-ee, decision to be made
later.
• Total length reduced from 97.75 to 91.17 km
➔ PA close to LHC point8
➔PG about 10 km from Annecy
Discussions now going on for the placement of the RF stations
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FCC-INT timeline, compared with LEP/LHC
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<- construction -> 89
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Project preparation &
administrative processes

Funding
strategy
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28 years LHC operation

15 years FCC-ee operation

64

2090
34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 ~ 25 years operation 70

Update
Permis
sions

Permissions

Funding and
in-kind
contribution
agreements

Funding and
in-kind
contribution
agreements

Geological investigations,
infrastructure detailed design and
tendering preparation

FCC-ee dismantling,
CE & infrastructure
adaptations FCC-hh

Tunnel, site and technical infrastructure
construction

FCC-ee accelerator R&D and technical design

Set up of international
experiment collaborations,
detector R&D and concept
development

8+2 years installation

2038

2038

2026

2

2010

FCC-ee detector
technical design

FCC-ee accelerator construction,
installation, commissioning

FCC-hh accelerator R&D
and technical design

FCC-hh accelerator construction,
installation, commissioning

FCC-ee detector
construction, installation, commissioning

FCC-hh detector R&D,
technical design

FCC-hh detector
construction, installation,
commissioning

Superconducting wire and magnet R&D

13.11.2021
Alain Blondel FCC Challenges
Gregorio Bernardi APC - Paris

SC wire and 16 T magnet
R&D, model magnets,
prototypes, preseries

16 T dipole magnet
series production
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FCC-ee and FCC-INT cost estimates
Domain

Cost in
MCHF

Stage 1 - Civil Engineering

5,400

Stage 1 - Technical Infrastructure

2,200

Stage 1 - FCC-ee Machine and Injector Complex

4,000

Stage 2 - Civil Engineering complement
Stage 2 - Technical Infrastructure adaptation

600
2,800

Stage 2 - FCC-hh Machine and Injector complex

13,600

TOTAL construction cost for integral FCC project

28,600

Total construction cost FCC-ee (Z, W, H) amounts to 10.5 BCHF + 1.1 BCHF (tt)
-

Associated to a total project duration of ~20 years (2025 – 2045)

Total construction cost for subsequent FCC-hh amounts to 17 BCHF.
-

Associated to a total project duration of ~25 years (2035 – 2060)

-

(FCC-hh standalone would cost 25 BCHF, so not building FCC-ee in a first stage would be a marginal saving)

Gregorio Bernardi APC - Paris
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FCC-ee run plan
LEPx105!

Z

WW

HZ

tt

Extracted from
FCC CDR
± <100 KeV
<200 KeV
± 2 MeV
± 5 MeV
Gregorio Bernardi APC - Paris

LEP * 105
LEP * 2.103
Never done
Never done
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Detector requirements (present status)

rare H decays (e.g. H→  + // )
may benefit from high resolution EM calorimeter

Gregorio Bernardi APC - Paris

M. Dam ECFA R&D road map input
https://indico.cern.ch/event/994685/

lumi and Rl require precision
fiducial volume definitions
(1-10microns)
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Detectors under Study

But several other options like Liquid Argon or Crystal Calorimetry, are under study
(similarly for tracking, muons and particle ID)
With potentially 4 experiments, many complementary options will be implemented,
Definitely a place to contribute

Gregorio Bernardi APC - Paris
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Physics of the Higgs boson at FCC-ee
Baseline (2IP): at 240 and 365 GeV, collect in total 1.2M HZ events and 0.1M WW ➝H events
• Statistics-limited measurements:
- Higgs couplings to fermions & bosons;
→Model-independent, normalized to e+e- →ZH cross-section
→ fixed candle for past (HL-LHC) and future (FCC-hh) studies at hadron colliders (H→ ZZ)

- Higgs properties: CP violation, H→ gg , Higgs width...
• Close to discovery level:
- Higgs self-coupling via loop diagrams :
complementarity to HH production at higher energy machines, like HL-LHC, or later FCC-hh
• Unique possibility:
- Measure Higgs to electron coupling in s-channel production e+e-➝H @ √s = 125 GeV
highly demanding on luminosity, monochromatization with 1, 2 or 4 IPs?
→ test of first generation yukawa coupling
Gregorio Bernardi APC - Paris
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Moving from a pp Higgs Factory to an e+e- one

The LHC is a large
Higgs Factory…

~100 Million Higgs already produced… more than most “Higgs factory” projects but…

i→f

observed

 prod (gHi )2(gHf)2
H

relative uncertainty scales with
1/purity and 1/efficiency of signal

We don’t know the width until measured directly

difficult to extract the couplings because prod uncertain and H is unknown
(invisible+ unmeasured channels) → must do Higgs physics with ratios at LHC
Gregorio Bernardi APC - Paris
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Higgs boson production at FCC-ee
-

FCC-ee as a Higgs factory:
Higgs-strahlung (e+e → ZH): event rate & Signal/Bkgd are optimal at √s ~ 240 GeV : σ ~200 fb
• 1.2 × 106 e+e- → ZH events with 5 ab-1
• Target : (few) per-mil precision, statistics-limited.
• Complemented with ~100k events at √s = 350 – 365 GeV (of which 30% are via the WW fusion channel)
➔ useful for measuring self-coupling and ΓH precisely.

•
•
•

The Higgs-strahlung process is an s-channel process → maximal just above the threshold of the process
Vector Boson Fusion is a t-channel process which yields a cross section that grows logarithmically with the c-o-mass energy
The Higgs boson is also produced in association with fermion pair for instance, a top quark pair.

Gregorio Bernardi APC - Paris
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Higgs studies through recoil mass in ZH production, vs. Higgs @LHC
@FCC-ee

Gregorio Bernardi APC - Paris

The Higgs mass can be reconstructed in ZH
events using the Z decaying leptonically and
beam energy constraints w/o looking at the H
decay. Once H is tagged, measure x-section.
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Couplings measurement comparison with other ee-machines

LHC caveats:
–
–
–

Measure only couplings ratios
Many SM couplins cannot be seen at LHC (light quarks, charm, electrons)
Couplings to gluons are measured through gg→H production cross section

HL-LHC will produce much more Higgs than FCC-ee, hence dominate precisions for Hmm, H
Gregorio Bernardi APC - Paris

FCC-ee numbers are given for 2 IP. Precision on Couplings improve by ~30% with 4IP
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Higgs with High Energy colliders: ILC500-1000, CLIC3000, FCC-INT
FCC-INT =FCC-ee + FCC-hh has the best expectations

}

ee

3.8*

}

hh

ee
hh
ee

FCC-hh > 1010 H produced
+
FCC-ee measurement of gHZZ
→ gHHH , gH , gHZ , gHmm , Brinv at high precision
Gregorio Bernardi APC - Paris

(*) see M. Selvaggi, 3rd FCC physics workshop,
9% precision in 3 years run of FCC-hh, 2004.03505
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Measurement of the Higgs self-coupling
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Yukawa coupling to electrons via s-channel e+e- → H production
First generation Yukawa coupling will not be accessible at HL-LHC, FCC-hh or any other ee machine

?
Most significant channel: e+e- → H → gg ➔ jj final state
Gregorio Bernardi APC - Paris
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The Z peak and the Electroweak Physics
The electroweak program at the Z peak and at the WW threshold
is quite unique, most challenging and
maybe
the most promising part of the program
given the upward jump in statistics !
• L = 230/cm2/s and 35 nb of Z cross section corresponds to 80 kHZ of events
with typically 20 charged and 20 neutral particles (all to be preciously and fully
recorded, stored, reconstructed)
• 3 years at 107 s /year = 2.4 1012 evts/exp. ➔ 105 LEP Statistics (~103 more than ILC)
For the electroweak program we will also have
• 2 years at the WW threshold, 108 events/exp. ➔ 2.103 LEP Statistics
Gregorio Bernardi APC - Paris
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Z Lineshape Measurements
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Z Lineshape:
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Mass

RL= had / lep
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opportunities

challenges

Systematic uncertainties
Systematics in the table are preliminary and often
largely dominant
We should use statistical errors (after selection
efficiencies and background subtractions) as the best
way to assess the physics potential of a facility, since
the systematic uncertainties get generally reduced
making clever use of the statistics and additional
theoretical calculations
It is important now to concentrate on finding the
potential ‘show stoppers’ or ‘stumbling blocks’, to
guide the detector R&D and detector requirements.

Strong support for theoretical calculations will be
needed if the program is to be successful
Theory work is critical and initiated

Gregorio Bernardi APC - Paris
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More on TeraZ : The Flavor/Tau Factory
Progress in flavour physics w.r.t. SuperKEKb / BELLE II requires > 1011 b pair events,
FCC-ee(Z): will provide ~1012 b pairs.

•

Precision of CKM matrix elements

•
•
•

Push forward searches for FCNC, CP violation and mixing
Study rare penguin EW transitions such as b ➝s 𝜏+ 𝜏- , spectroscopy (produce b-baryons, Bs …)
Test lepton universality with 1011 𝜏 decays (with 𝜏 lifetime, mass, BRs) at 10-5 level, LFV to 10-10
- all very important to constrain / (provide hints of) new BSM physics.

➔ need special detectors (PID) under study
The 3.5 × 1012 hadronic Z decay also provide precious input for QCD studies

High-precision measurement of s(mZ) with Rℓ in Z and W decay, jet rates, 𝜏 decays, etc. : 10- 3 ➝10- 4

Large √s lever-arm between 30 GeV and 360 GeV, fragmentation, baryon production ….
➔ Testing running of s to excellent precision
Gregorio Bernardi APC - Paris
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Dark Sector at Z factory
With the Higgs discovery SM works well, yet we need new physics to explain the baryon
asymmetry of the Universe, the dark matter etc… without interfering with SM radiative corrections

mediator
or
mixing

Stefania

Gori

Dark photons, Axion Like Particles, sterile neutrinos, all feebly coupled to SM particles
Gregorio Bernardi APC - Paris
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Feebly interacting particles
This example figure is relevant to Neutrino, Dark sectors and High Energy Frontiers.
FCC-ee compared to the other machines for right-handed (sterile) neutrinos

•
•

Significant extension reach for observing heavy neutrino decays (here for 1012 Z) arXiv:1910.11775
Large potential improvement in the sensitivity to mixing of neutrinos to the dark sector, using
EWPOs (GF vs sin2Weff and mZ, mW, tau decays) which extends sensitivity to 10-5 mixing, all the
way to very high energies (500-1000 TeV): arXiv:2011.04725

Gregorio Bernardi APC - Paris
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FCC-ee discovery potential and Highlights
FCC-ee could explore, observe or discover :
•

Explore the 10-100 TeV energy scale (and beyond) with Precision Measurements
20-100 fold improved precision on many EW quantities (equivalent to factor 5-10 in mass)
mZ, mW, mtop , sin2 weff , Rb , QED , s , Higgs and top quark couplings,
and provide model independent Higgs measurements which can be propagated to LHC and FCC-hh

•

Observe at the > 3 level, the Higgs couplings to the 1st generation, the Higgs Self-coupling

•

Discover a violation of flavour conservation or universality and unitarity of PMNS @10-5
FCNC (Z --> m , e) in 5 1012 Z decays and  BR in 2 1011 Z→  
+ flavour physics (1012 bb events) (B→s   etc..)

•

Discover dark matter as «invisible decay» of H or Z (or in LHC loopholes)

•

Discover very weakly coupled particle in the 5 to 100 GeV energy scale
such as: Right-Handed neutrinos, Dark Photons, ALPS, etc…

•

Many other opportunities in e.g. QCD

(s @ 10-4, fragmentations, H→ gg) etc….

➔ Not only a Higgs Factory! Z, Heavy Flavor, and top are also important for ‘discovery potential’
41
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FCC main goals for 2021 - 2026
Overall goal:
• Perform all necessary steps and studies to enable a definitive project decision by 2025/26, at the
anticipated date for the next ESU, and a subsequent start of civil engineering construction by 2028/29.

This requires successful completion of the following four main activities:
•
•
•
•

Develop and establish a governance model for project construction and operation
Develop and establish a financing strategy, including in-kind contributions
Prepare all required project preparatory and administrative processes with the host states
Perform site investigations to enable Civil Engineering planning and to prepare CE tendering.

In parallel development preparation of TDRs and physics/experiment studies:
•
•
•
•

Machine designs and main technology R&D lines
completion of first physics case studies in 2021-22 → detector requirements
reach out to all ‘European and International Partners’
Establish user communities, work towards proto experiment collaboration by 2025/26

• US community can bring enormously to the project, by starting or contributing to R&D studies to render
the challenging FCC physics a success: precision EW measurements
Tau physics (lifetime, mass etc.)
-LLP’s detection, & Higgs of course (self-coupling and 1st generation)

Gregorio Bernardi APC - Paris
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M. Sullivan (SLAC)
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Outlook
The next facility must be complete with as broad and powerful reach as possible,
as there is no precise target ➔ more Sensitivity, more Precision, more Energy
FCC, thanks to synergies and complementarities, offers the best approach to today’s physics landscape
It can be constructed while accomplishing the HL-LHC program

Many opportunities and challenges are offered by the energy range
(from the Z pole to 100 TeV or more) and from the huge rates
(from 1012 Z FCC-ee to 1013 Ws / 1010 H at FCC-hh) offered by the FCC.
Let’s take on the challenges together, both on theory and experiment,
-

The 4th Annual FCC Week took place in June 2021: https://indico.cern.ch/event/995850/
FCC Physics Workshop will be on 7-11 February 2022 in Liverpool
The 5th Annual FCC Week will take place in Paris in May-30th to June 3rd 2022

Please join the effort, together we will be much stronger !
We hope there will soon be a strong FCC-US group
Gregorio Bernardi APC - Paris
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